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ABSTRACT
We give a brief aperçu of transverse polarisation of quarks at short distance. We first

show on a simple model that the quark a priori remembers transverse polarisation of its parent
hadron. Then we show how to measure the transversely polarized quark density at leading
order in 1/Q2 and aa. Using a tf-channel approach, we are led to the following subprocesses: qq
annihilation, qq scattering of identical quarks (with polarized beam and target) and lepton-
quark scattering (with polarized target and analysis of the final quark polarisation by its
fragmentation into a A). We list some feasible experiments. The transversely polarized quark
distibution Aiq(x,Q2) evolves according to a Gribov-Lipatov-Altarelli-Parisi equation, with
no coupling to the gluonic distributions; all its moments are decreasing.

* talk given at the Rencontre de Moriond 1990, 11-17 March, Les Arcs, France



1 - INTRODUCTION
In the parton model1 ~3), one considers the following polarised quark distributions:

q±{x) = ^-distribution of helicity ±~ quarks in a baryon of helicity -f \ ,
CiTi(2O = distribution of quarks polarised in the transverse direction ± n in a baryon

polarised along + n
x = k/p is the scaled quark momentum. The unpolarised distribution is

q(x) = q+(x) + <?-(#) = Ç-t-n{x) -f q-fi(x). The longitudinal and transverse asymmetries
are respectively

Aq(x) = q+(x)-q-{x) , Ai9(:c) = q+h{x) - q~n{x) . (1)

Unlike AÇ(.T) , Aiq(x) has been rarely studied by theorists, and is experimentally totally
unknown. Here we will try to answer the following three questions*:

- Does transverse traîisversc polarisation of the quarks, (i.e., ^q{x)) subsist at leading
twist ?

- If yes, how can toe measure it ?
- How does it evolve with Q2 ?

2 - EXISTENCE OF A1^a) AT LEADING TWIST
An erroneous prejudice: "Aiq(x) is vanishingly small (~ mquark/Q) because, in the massless
limit, the spin is necessarily aligned with the momentum" This statement is totally wrong:
take a quark at rest in the pure S- state 0.8| + | > +0.6| — | > and apply to it a large
boost in the z direction; the quark will remain in the same mixed helicity state and not evolve
towards the pure | + \ > state. (It is true that the covariant spin vector s11 gets aligned with
the four-momentum, but this is misleading). In the helicity basis { j+> , |— > }, the states
polarised in the transverse direction ±£ are

they exist even for massless quarks.

To convince you that a quark may remember the transverse polarisation of its parent
baryon, let us consider the simplest toy model, where the baryon is made of a quark and an
elementary scalar diquark; the baryon-quark-diquark vertex coupling is assumed to be

< s,|r |sB >— g û(xp + kr,sq) tt(p,sfi) • (3)

The polarised quark distibutions in .T are obtained by the Weisszàker-Williams method2'7):

(4)

For more details and references, see Ref. 4); We became interested in transverse po-
larisation while developping a general formalism for spin-dependent single- and rnultiparton
distributions5-6'



where the quark four-momentum k is off-mass-shell: k2 = x m2
B - (k2? + x m2

qq)/{l - x). We

get
Aiq(x) = q+{x) = (x mB +mq)

2 fo(x) ,

q- (») =

/»(*) = (5)

where a covariant vertex function g{k2) has been introduced to suppress the fcy divergence.
Thus, in this model, Aiç(a:) is nonnegligible (unless q+{x)/q-(x) is small, i.e., the quark
helicity is most of the time opposite to the proton helicity; this would however imply an

unsually large < k2-, >).
3 - MEASURING A1^a;) AT LEADING ORDER IN as AND 1/Q
Let us first remark that, in the helicity basis, transverse polarization effects allway appear as

interferences between different helicity amplitudes. Indeed,

I < /|T|5o,i6 = +x > I2 - I < f\T\sa,ib = -x > I2 =< f\T\Sa,+ >< f\T\sa,- >* +ce.

= < S a 1 - X /|T|Sa,+ > +ce. .

This is an helicity-flip term of ImT#T^ T. It corresponds to the the exchange of a 66 state
of total helicity ±1 in the t-channel of the unitarity diagram.

Fig.l - Unitarity diagram for deep inelastic electron scattering. TalA represent, the
quark density matrix.

What happens then if we want to measure ù±\q(x) with deep inelastic lepton scattering?
The corresponding unitarity ("hand bag") diagram is shown in Fig. 1. The (approximate)
conservation of helicity at the electromagnetic vertices suppresses helicity exchange in the t-
channel, so the transverse asymmetry is only of order mq/Q or kT/Q. Higher twist contribute
the same order. This kind of probe is therefore not very sensitive nor clean.
A first class of clean probe of Ajg(i)

Let us replace the lepton by an other quark or antiquark. The unitarity diagram is then
Fig.2. We are guided by the following principles:



- H conserves heiicity: a and b must be transversely polarized.
- The quark lines must connect the upper and lower part of the diagram. This can be done

either in annihilation process (Fig.3a) or with the cross term in scattering of identical
quarks (Fig.3b).

- If we integrate over the azimuthal angle <j> of / , rotationnal invariance forces H to conserve
J1. On the other hand, if the t-channel heiicity is ±1, Jz changes by two units. Therefore
we must not integrate over <j>.

Under these conditions,the differential cross section writes

d<T= / dx dy ,0) { a{x) b(y) - PA PB ÂNN{9) , (6)

where P\ and PB are the transverse polarisation vectors of A and J?, 4>A and ^B their az-
imuthes with respect to the scattering plane and ANN(0) the normal-normal spin correlation
parameter of the subprocess.

t - channel |

A,ÀA AX

B . X

Fig.2 - Uru'-arUy diagram for hard hadron-hadron collision; the subprocess a+b —> /
is framed in the rectangle H.

In Drell-Yan mechanism (case of Fig.3a),

INN = — •
1 + cos2 9 '

Thus, pp — ;/. " ;; t V should be a good probe of the transverse quark spin. Similar
asymmetries exist for qq --» gluon + gluon, gluon + 7 , 7 + 7 and heavy quark pair.

For identical quark scattering (case of Fig.3b)8),

sin4 0
(8)



This asymmetry should be best measured in p + p —> too 7T+ of large and opposite pr +
anything, to enhance the valence u-quark contribution. The smallness of ANN here is partly
due to the necessity of matching the colors of the two quarks.
A second class of clean probes9)

Let us return to lepton scattering, but looking at the final hadronic state. We can
overcome the previous helicity argument by measuring the transverse polarisation of the
ejected quark, i.e., taking A/ = - X'f in Fig.l. It can be done with the fragmenta-
tion into a A baryon; the spin transfer parameter BNN will be proportionnai to Aig(a:) x
AiFA/,(z), the second factor being the transverse spin asymmetry of the fragmentation func-
tion. AiFA/ , (2) x AiFA/,j(z') could be independently measured in e+ e~~ —» Apoi + Apoi + .X.

(b)

Fig.3 - Subprocesses allowing the exchange of the helicity states | ± 1 > in the t - channel;
a) quark-antiquark annihilation, b) cross term in elastic scattering of two identical quarks.

Remark: In both classes of probes, the two polarized baryons must be linked by the hard-
interacting quark line and nothing else. In particular, the mechanism in which the two baryons
share the same junction line10' should be avoided. This mechanism may be dominant at small
invariant mass or transfer between the two baryons, but is suppressed by an extra power of
this mass (or transfer).

3 - EVOLUTION OF THE TRANSVERSELY POLARIZED PARTON DENSI-
TIES
Even for flavor-singlet /-channel, A^q(X1Q

2) evolves uncoupled with the gluon distributions,
unlike q{x,Q2) and Ag(z,Q2). This is due to the fact that a two-gluon state in the i-channel
would be a barrier for helicity ±1 exchange. The Gribov-Lipatov-Altarelli-Parisi kernel and
its moments are



(16)
J=I /

All the moments of Ai g are decreasing; we see no obvious conserved quantity.*

5 - CONCLUSION
The transversely polarised quark distribution, not yet explored, may be sizeable and reveal
new features of the baryon. It is theoretically simple, and not coupled to gluon distributions.
The ordinary polarized deep inelastic Iepton scattering experiments are not sensitive to it at
first order in a, and l/Q, but we have the following clean experimental probes:

- Ppol + Ppol —> 2 7T+ at opposite side,
- Ppol + Ppol —> I+ l~, gamma -j- gluon jet, 2 gluon jets, heavy quark pair,
- Z* + ppoi —> Z* + Apoi + anything,
- e+ e~ —> Apoi + Apo] + anything.

In the cases polarized beam + polarized target, the asymmetry will be in COs(^ + </>B), where
<f>A and 4>B are the spin orientations with respect to the scattering plane.

Let us mention that quite analogous effects exist for gluons, replacing "transverse spin"
by "linear polarisation" 4'12*
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